NEW RELEASE ANNOUNCEMENT
Release Notes
CloudNine LAW 7.5; Explore 7.5

July 2020

Demonstrating our commitment to our law firm and corporate legal clients along with a
national network of channel partners and service providers, CloudNine is excited to
announce a new release of CloudNine LAW and Explore are now available.
We are eager to learn your feedback on these enhancements as we work towards greater
opportunities for the future of LAW and Explore.

Release Theme for CloudNine LAW 7.5
•
•
•

Easier upgrade experience
Ensure compliance
Find answers quickly

Support 64-Bit Outlook Installation for LAW Batch Imaging/Printing
•

Leverage Turbo Import workflows to fully upgrade environments to 64-bit Office™
deployments to ensure compliance and reduce costs maintaining multiple Office licenses.

* PST reconstitution and ED loader will still require 32-Bit Outlook.

FIPs Encryption Certification
•
•

Comply with baseline security configuration (STIG), with new NIST 800-53 Rev. 4
certification.
Process in LAW with FIPs OS encryption enabled.

Improved Installer for LAW Deployments
•
•

LAW delivers an improved installation experience for the upgrade to version 7.5.
MSI extraction is easier.

New LAW Discovery Center Resource
•
•

Workflow-centric documentation makes it easier to find answers.
“How do I…” documentation helps users quickly find solutions for everyday processing
tasks.
• Explore new LAW Answer center interface here:

http://answercenter.ediscovery.co/litigation/ac/lawdc
* A classic view of the former LAW Answer Center will remain available in parallel to the new LAW Discovery Center

Date Sorting Controls for Turbo Import
•

Enable and control ascending/descending date sorting via Turbo Import User Interface.

Click to Download CloudNine LAW 7.5

Release Theme for CloudNine Explore 7.5
• Improved installation experience for easier deployment
• Added date sorting controls for direct export

Improved Installer for Explore Deployments
•
•

Explore users upgrading to 7.5 will benefit from an enhanced installation experience.
Trouble-free MSI extraction.

Date Sorting Controls for LAW Direct Export
•

Enable and control ascending/descending date sorting via LAW Direct Export User
Interface.

Click to Download CloudNine Explore 7.5
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The release of CloudNine LAW and Explore versions 2020.7.5 also include a variety of
maintenance updates and bug fixes.

To upgrade now, visit: cloudnine.com/software-download/
If you have any questions, please contact CloudNine Technical Support:
Email: lawsupport@cloudnine.com
Phone: 713.462.6464

Important Notes:
Microsoft® Windows 7 Update: Windows 7 reached End-of-Life on January 14th, 2020. With this
in mind, we have not certified LAW/Explore 7.5 with Windows 7 to provide more modern operating
system support. For more information on Microsoft End of Life policies and upgrading to Windows
10, please refer to https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/windows-7-end-of-life-supportinformation.
Upgrade Information for Case Migrations: After upgrading to LAW or Explore 7.5, the
management and case databases will also require updates. Management updates can be applied
through the LAW Configuration Utility or by opening LAW or Explore. Case updates can be applied
by merely opening a case, and users will be prompted before the case updates are made. No work
can be done on these cases while updates are pending. Inactive or legacy cases do not require
updating until work on them is necessary.

About CloudNine:
By offering CloudNine Collection Manager™, Data Wrangler™ Explore™, Review™, LAW™, and
Concordance® as an individual or comprehensive and integrated solution, hosted and on-premise,
CloudNine delivers market-leading flexibility and performance.
Built on the values of superior performance, continual development, and excellent customer service,
CloudNine is committed to the success of its clients, employees, and a global network of service
partners.
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